
Shelf

There is no suitable  
place for the shelf  
in your new home.  
Luckily recycling  
furniture is easy!

Take the shelf to  
the Recycling Centre 

(4 ecosteps).

Ecocar

You rented  
a solar-powered  
Ecocar to move  

the largest items.

Return the Ecocar  
to Fred’s Float Mobile

(2 ecosteps).

Party costume

You had the last  
party at the shared flat  

last weekend.You chose the  
ecological option and rented  

a party costume.

Return the clothes  
to Rent-A-Rag
(2 ecosteps).

Library books

Reading is always  
a great idea  

and the library  
is full of gems. 
Find your own!

Return loaned  
books to the library

(3 ecosteps).

Too small clothes

When packing up, you come across 
a shirt that no longer fits you.
So you decide to recycle it for 

someone else to use!

VTake the shirt either to 
the flea market Second 
(3 ecosteps)  or Climate 
Refuge Aid (5 ecosteps).

Couch

Unfortunately, your couch will 
not fit in the new flat, but it is 
still in great shape so it can be 

recycled.

Take the couch either to 
the flea market Second 
(3 ecosteps) or Climate 
Refuge Aid (4 ecosteps).

Awful sludge

You find some strange substance  
in a cupboard in the hallway,  

with a variety of warning signs  
on the side of the container. 

Careful now!

Take the awful sludge  
to the Eco Sorting Station

(2 ecosteps).

Read books

The communal bookshelf of  
the shared flat has some books 

that everyone has already read. 
They will go to good use in  

the Second-hand Bookstore.

Take the books to  
the Second-hand Bookstore  

(2 ecosteps).

Leftover food

You would like to offer  
lunch to everyone who helps  

you move, but what will  
you offer?

Return this card to the Leftover 
food cafeteria at either of the 

Markets to receive portions
(2 ecosteps).



Gumble

Once again you’ve settled  
who is the Gumble master of  

the flat!Maybe your next  
loaned game could be Ecopol!

Return Gumble to the 
game library Gamer

(3 ecosteps).

Curtain fabric

You would like to recycle the 
old curtain fabric. Rent-a-rag 

accepts recycled textiles, turning 
them in to popular jackets of  

the clothing brand Renew. 

Take the textiles to 
the clothing library  

Rent-A-Rag (3 ecosteps).

City bike Ecovelo

You took a city bike  
for a ride around the city  

and now you must return it.

Return the bike to 
 a city bike park 

(4 ecosteps).

Snowshoes

The snowshoeing weekend trip  
was awesome. How great is it 

that the library offers even this 
kind of items to loan!

Return the snowshoes  
you loaned to the library

(3 ecosteps).

 Paint and oil tins

The ecologically hazardous  
products you found in the  

storage room must be disposed of 
appropriately to make sure they 
do not damage the environment.

Take the paint and oil tins to  
the Eco Sorting Station

(2 ecosteps).

Plastic packaging

It’s time to recycle the plastic. 
Fortunately there isn’t very much 
of it as the store already offers 

many products in plastic-free 
packaging.

Take the plastic packaging to  
the Ecoring recycling location

(3 ecosteps).

Hedge trimmer

You and your flatmates decided 
trim the hedges of your  

apartment building to help out 
the neighbours. That’s done now! 

Return the loaned hedge  
trimmer to the Ecopol  

community borrowing hub
(2 ecosteps). 

Used batteries

Used batteries must be  
returned to a battery  

collection with the  
terminals taped over. 

Take the used batteries  
to either of the Markets

(1 ecostep).

Baseball bat

You played baseball for  
many years, but have now  

decided to switch to  
other sports.

Take the used bat to  
the second-hand sporting  

goods store Sportsort
(5 ecosteps).  



Bike for  
maintenance

You would like to transport  
some of your things to your  

new home by bike, transporting 
the bike itself at the same time, 

but the chain has snapped.

Take your bike for maintenance  
in the bicycle repair shop  
Velocipede (2 ecosteps).

Broken E-box

The E-box broke down,  
but luckily help is  

available in Ecopol.

Take the broken E-box  
to the Mr Fix-It repair shop

(2 ecosteps).

Broken phone

The screen of your phone  
broke while moving, but  

luckily Mr Fix-It can help!

Take the phone to  
the Mr Fix-It repair shop 

(2 ecosteps).   

E-scooter

You e-scooter is clearly  
in need of maintenance.  

You saw an ad for  
inexpensive scooter  

maintenance on social media!

Take the scooter to the  
bicycle repair shop Velocipede

(2 ecosteps). 

Painting equipment

You and your flatmates  
have extra art supplies.  

You have heard that Artsy  
organises art workshops  

for refugee children.

Donate your equipment  
to the art library Artsy

(5 ecosteps).

Tent

The flatmates are done  
using the shared tent and it is 
time for it to find new owners, 

while it’s still in good shape.

VTake the tent to the 
Recycling (5 ecosteps)   

or the Ecopol community  
borrowing hub (3 ecosteps).

Ukulele

You wanted to try playing  
the ukulele, so you borrowed  
one from the library.Jamming 
with the flatmates was nice,  

but the loan period has expired. 

Return the ukulele to  
the library (3 ecosteps). 

Pills and bottles

You go through all  
the bottles, tubes and cartons  

in the medicine cabinet. Some of 
the medication has expired!

Take the expired medication  
to the pharmacy for disposal

(5 ecosteps).   

Tin of freshwater 
fish

Metal can be recycled  
and reused as raw material  

many times over.

Take the empty tin  
of freshwater fish to the  

Ecoring recycling location
 (2 ecosteps).



Broken sun 
floater

The sun floater’s power  
switch is stuck and the machine 

doesn’t let out a beep.

Take the sun floater  
for maintenance to  
Fred’s Float Mobile 

(2 ecosteps).

Duber Mario
You and the flatmates have 
completed the Duber Mario  
game several times and now  

it is time to recycle it.

Take the game to  
the Second-hand Bookstore 
(3 ecosteps) or game library  

Gamer (3 ecosteps). 

Skis

The grandma next door has  
an extra pair of skis. You can  
help your neighbour by being  

ecological and taking them to  
the second-hand sporting  

goods store!

Take the skis to Sportsort 
(3 ecosteps).

The Ecopol  
board game

You had a great board  
game session yesterdaywith  

the flatmates, playing  
the Ecopol circular  

economy game.

Return the Ecopol game to  
the game library Gamer

(5 ecosteps).   

Doll house
Your childhood doll house is  

gathering dust in a cupboard,  
but it could certainly still make 

some child happy.

Take the doll house either  
to the flea market Second

(3 ecosteps) or Climate  
Refuge Aidn (5 ecosteps).

Power drill

You needed a power drill  
while moving.Gladly,  

one was available for loan,  
like many other tools.

Return the power drill to  
the Ecopol community  

borrowing hub
 (2 ecosteps).

Computer  
gone haywire

You tried to submit  
a notice of change of  

address, but your computer  
has gone haywire!

Take the computer for  
maintenanceto the Mr  

Fix-It repair shop
(2 ecosteps).

Blender
You just finished making  

a smoothie using crops of  
the communal garden when  

the blender gets stuck!

Take the blender for  
maintenance to the  
Mr Fix-It repair shop

(2 ecosteps).

Miscellaneous box
You find a box full of  

miscellaneous stuff in a  
cupboard in the hallway.

Take all usable items to  
the Recycling Centre

(3 ecosteps)  
or to the Eco Sorting  
Station (2 ecosteps).



A painting 
called Shout
It is time to return  

the loaned art work  
hanging on the wall of  

the shared flat.

Return the painting “Shout”  
to the art library Artsy

(5 ecosteps).

Plastic bottles  
and cans

You should always recycle  
bottles and cans in order to  

get the materials back into use.
You’ll feel good about yourself 
and earn a few coins while at it!

Return the bottles and  
cans to either of the Markets  

(1 ecostep).


